Health & Professional Certification Testing Updates

As our testing sites reopen, please know there may be additional requirements to test at each facility based upon their designated guidelines and polices. In most cases, candidates will be required to:

- Wear a mask provided by the candidate
- Have their temperature taken
- Answer some health questions related to Covid-19
- Maintain social distancing

If you do not see a site listed, we have not received any information as to when they will reopen for testing. We will update this list as more information becomes available.
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Updated 07/27/2020
Autry Tech Center

Autry Tech Center is open for testing by appointment only. When making an appointment, other information regarding safety requirements to test will be explained.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

Caddo-Kiowa Tech Center

Caddo Kiowa Tech Center will begin testing enrolled students starting May 17th on Mondays and Wednesdays only. Candidates will need to schedule an appointment (NO walk ins-they will be turned away if they do not have an appointment). Candidates will enter the Main Entrance door at the front of Building 100. Testing for outside individuals will tentatively start in June by appointment only.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

Canadian Valley Tech Center

Canadian Valley Tech Center – Chickasha campus will begin testing enrolled students starting on June 8th by appointment only. Candidates will need to call the test site to check for availability. Testing for outside individuals has not been determined.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

Central Tech Center

Central Tech Center-Drumright will begin testing June 11th by appointment only. When making an appointment, other information regarding safety requirements to test will be explained.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

Francis Tuttle Tech Center

Francis Tuttle Tech Center-Rockwell campus is open for Alarm, Locksmith, and Fire Sprinkler testing for the Oklahoma Department of Labor by appointment only. When making an appointment, other information regarding safety requirements to test will be explained.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.
**Gordon Cooper Tech Center**

Gordon Cooper Tech Center will begin testing enrolled students starting on May 18th by appointment only. Candidates will need to call the test site to check for availability. Testing for outside individuals will begin June 1st by appointment only.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

**Great Plains Tech Centers**

Great Plains Tech Center – Lawton campus will begin testing June 8th with scheduling available on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 8:00 am – 12: pm. Great Plains Tech Center – Frederick campus will begin testing June 1st by appointment only. When making an appointment, other information regarding safety requirements to test will be explained.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

**Green Country Tech Center**

Green Country Tech Center will begin testing May 18th by appointment only. When making an appointment, other information regarding safety requirements to test will be explained.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

**High Plains Tech Center**

High Plains Tech Centers will begin testing May 18th by appointment only. You will be required to fill out a questionnaire in advance. Testing will not go beyond 3:00 pm. Starting June 1st, the pre-questionnaire will no longer be required.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

**Indian Capital Tech Centers**

Indian Capital Tech Centers will begin HCP testing starting on May 19th by appointment only. When making an appointment, other information regarding safety requirements to test will be explained.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.
**Kiamichi Tech Centers**

Kiamichi Tech Centers will begin HCP testing enrolled students starting on May 18th by appointment only. Candidates will need to call the test site to check for availability. Testing for outside individuals will tentatively start June 1st and by appointment only.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

**Meridian Tech Center**

Meridian Tech Center will begin testing June 15th by appointment only. Other information regarding safety procedures will be explained once your appointment is scheduled.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

**Mid-America Tech Center**

Mid-Del Tech Center will begin testing the week of June 1st by appointment only. Other information regarding safety procedures will be explained once your appointment is scheduled.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

**Mid-Del Tech Center**

Mid-Del Tech Center will begin testing June 1st by appointment only. Other information regarding safety procedures will be explained once your appointment is scheduled.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

**Moore Norman Tech Center**

Moore Norman Tech Center locations will begin testing enrolled students starting June 15th by appointment only. Testing for outside individuals will begin August 3rd and by appointment only.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.
Northeast Tech Centers

Northeast Tech Centers will begin HCP testing the week of June 1st. Northeast Tech – Kansas campus is by appointment only.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

Northwest Tech Centers

Northwest Tech Centers will begin testing May 18th by appointment only. Other information regarding safety procedures will be explained once your appointment is scheduled.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

Pioneer Tech Center

Pioneer Tech Center will begin testing May 18th by appointment only. Other information regarding safety procedures will be explained once your appointment is scheduled.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

Pontotoc Tech Center

Pontotoc Tech Center will begin testing May 18th by appointment only. Please call (580) 310-2271 to schedule an appointment. Other information regarding safety procedures will be explained once your appointment is scheduled.

Select students may return for skills requirement completion on a case-by-case basis.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

Red River Tech Center

Red River Tech Center is open for testing by appointment only. Other information regarding safety procedures will be explained once your appointment is scheduled.

This is subject to change as conditions warrant.
Southwest Tech Center

Southwest Tech Center will begin testing the week of June 1st by appointment only. Other information regarding safety procedures will be explained once your appointment is scheduled. This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

Tulsa Tech Centers

Tulsa Tech Centers will begin HCP testing at the Peoria Campus starting May 19th by appointment only. Once scheduled, candidates will be e-mailed specific information regarding documentation needed. Candidates will be informed of the protocols to be followed upon arrival on campus and throughout the screening, check-in, and testing process. Please call (918) 828-2037.
This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

Tri-County Tech Center

Tri-County Tech Center will begin testing enrolled students starting on June 22nd by appointment only. Candidates will need to call the test site to check for availability. Testing for outside individuals has not been determined.
This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

Wes Watkins Tech Center

Wes Watkins Tech Center will begin testing enrolled students starting May 18th by appointment only. Testing for outside individuals starts on June 1st by appointment only. Testing is conducted between 8:00 am and 3:30 pm. Other information regarding safety procedures will be explained once your appointment is scheduled.
This is subject to change as conditions warrant.

Western Tech Centers

Western Tech Centers will begin testing May 20th by appointment only. Other information regarding safety procedures will be explained once your appointment is scheduled.
This is subject to change as conditions warrant.